WKNC-FM PODCAST/BLOG RELEASE FORM

I/We, the below signed artist(s) (hereafter referred to as “Artist”), hereby grant permission to WKNC 88.1 FM and WKNC online, a division of N.C. State Student Media (hereafter referred to as “WKNC”), to include music performed live on or pre-recorded for WKNC and any accompanying interview and/or material specifically submitted for the purpose of podcasting, that was broadcast or submitted on or near the date of this release, in official WKNC podcasts or blogs.

The material referenced below will not be used for any other purpose than podcasting/blogging and promotion of the same. This is a royalty-free, non-exclusive, gratis license to podcast/blog the material as outlined above with no expiration or time limitation. Any limitations on WKNC’s use (such as interview only or exclusion a specific song) should be noted below.

Artist is the sole copyright owner(s) of both the sound recordings and the musical composition of the material included in the performance and is fully authorized to grant this release. Artist indemnifies and holds harmless WKNC from any additional claim of interest related to these songs for this express purpose.

Absent a signed physical copy of this release, Artist agrees electronic submission of this form constitutes a digital signature to suffice as a signed release.

Artist/band name _______________________________________________________________

WKNC may use:
☐ All material performed
☐ Other (please specify) _________________________________________________________

This performance was a/an
☐ Audio interview and/or performance for radio broadcast
☐ Video performance for WKNC’s The Lounge

I also allow WKNC to use music performed in physical or electronic CD compilations
☐ Only if WKNC doesn’t sell the CD
☐ Even if WKNC sells the CD
☐ No way

Name of person submitting this form _____________________________________________

Email address of person submitting this form _________________________________________

Signature and Date ___________________________________________________________________